Hyundai sonata battery

Thank you for being a valued part of the CNET community. As of December 1, , the forums are
in read-only format. We are grateful for the participation and advice you have provided to one
another over the years. Has anyone had a constant battery drain? I've had the car in 11 times
and was finally told it was because I had an after market alternator installed. But the thought
from other mechanics is that there is something running that randomly does not shut off when
the car is off but can't locate what that something is. Below is what I've gone thru. Any
thoughts? Or have someone small enough to get into the trunk while you close it to see if the
light stays on. Check it several times. It has been in and out of the Hyundai repair shop over 8
times. They keep telling her nothing is wrong. She takes the car home, drives it for a couple of
days, then goes out to start up the car and the battery is dead. If the trunk light isn't the
problem. Disconnect the battery negative cable and put a meter between it and the cable.
Remove and replace one fuse at a time, checking meter each time. That way you will find what
systems are drawing power when the car is turned off. Purchased Sonata in Dec Batt went dead
3 times in first month. Batt new oct 18, checked out fine at auto store. Tech spent 5 hrs
checking every circuit. His next suggestion is to take it to dealer. Actually it may take two. One
tech watches the Ammeter and the other removes the fuses one by one until the current drops.
You go one by one, test then put the one you pulled back in. Otherwise you lose a day trying to
put the right ones back in. Now that you know the circuit it's on, the service manual might be
used unless the circuit is something easy like the trunk light. I have had my Santa Fe 10 years
and mine just started having problems with battery drain earlier this year so your seller may not
have even had an issue with the battery. This is in the service manuals so my questions are 1
was this done and what was the reading? My last mystery drain it wasn't since the tech
measured it was the GPS Nav unit. It worked but drew 1. Thankfully under warranty. No, not
writing it is this in your case. Just an example where the tech measures current draws to find
what it is. Been having similar issues with my Hyundai. I think its the lights. What mode are your
lights in. When I left mine in auto mode, the next day it was draining. Everything was very weak.
Last night I left them in the off mode and this I didn't have an issue. I took it to Sears to check
the battery. I wish that had been the problem. He checked battery, alternator and said he noticed
an issue with light switch and indicated an electrical wiring issue. I hope that helps you. I saw a
similar post in another forum where they also had an issue when lights were in auto mode. I
finally was directed to a dealer who concluded the radio had a short and the whole unit had to
be replaced. By April it was resolved and I haven't had any problems since! Currently having the
same sort of issue with my Santa Fe. It starts with the lights dimming on and off while driving
and then the battery light comes on, and basically goes through the whole scenario as if the
alternator was gone. My mechanic tested it and said it was fine but has now replaced my battery
twice without the issue being fixed!! I've had the exact same issue with my Hyundai sonata
limited. Did everything from changing battery, to checking alternator and then some. Found out
there is a short in the radio and its causing the battery drain. This car has been a nightmare in
recalls and had the motor replaced from a recall as well. Sounds like everything on it is messed
up. I have the same model Hundai sonata limited and my battery has been draining since
August last year. It happened again few days back to back with my battery going totally flat.
Currently at the mechanic and they can't determine the resolution. I will ask them to check the
radio. Fingers crossed. They had to replace the entire radio. The wiring in the radio was draining
the battery even when the car was off. I never suggest this to the novice and even seasoned
techs. We put on an Amp meter and pull one at a time, measure then replace that fuse.
Removing more at a time has lead to folk complaining about where the fuses go. Now in many
cars the radio will need its activation code which for some folk is a PITA but I won't tell more. At
some point you'll find the draw. This was easier than the ones above. Apparently, the switch in
the frame of the driver side door is not being depressed enough to shut off the door-open light
on the dash or the red light at the bottom of the driver's seat when we leave the car. Over about
three days it drains the battery when the car doesn't move -- which it seldom does during
isolation for covid Went to Les Schwab for new battery, guy said the battery's fine, it's draining
somewhere. I read this board, went out and discovered it right away. The switch works correctly
when I press it with my finger, though, so I don't if simply putting in a new switch will do the
trick. Good enough for temporary. Thanx, everyone. We have had this exact problem since
covid on our limited and it's the door! Did you get it fixed?? I've researched about your question
and found this answer about getting the best out of your automobile performance. After all,
maintenance is still the best way to manage automobile performance. Discussion is locked.
Hyundai Sonata Battery Drain Mystery. Similar issue. You need a better tech. To be fair This
requires the tech to Hyundai Battery drain mystery. Mystery Solved. Santa Fe battery Issues.
Radio draining power. Same exact car. Removing radiradio. Will removing the fuses connected
to the radio help fix this problem???? Read my reply above. Another Cause Found. Try this.

Back to Auto Repair - Roadshow forum. CNET Forums. Operating Systems. General Help. Brand
Forums. Roadshow Autos. Off Topic. Other Forums. Comic Vine. Giant Bomb. There are other
situations as well. There are also specific battery post cleaners that you can buy. They are
usually less than 10 bucks at the local parts store or Wal-Mart. You can take it up to the local
parts store and have it tested. Most parts stores can test an alternator for you. If it is you should
see the battery or alternator light on, it indicates that the alternator is not creating the necessary
voltage to charge the battery. It could be a bad battery, or more likely a bad battery cable too.
Good luck running down what is causing your battery to drain in your Hyundai Sonata. If there
is anything you would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. If this is the case,
the first thing that you are going to want to look at is all of the lights. If your Sonata is equipped
with a glove compartment light, check and see if it is turning off. Maybe one of the map lights is
on? How about all of the accessory plugs? Is something plugged into one of them and drawing
power? Any aftermarket accessories? If not, it may be that there is an electrical problem. And
Hyundai's hybrid models like the Hyundai Sonata Hybrid that's reaching dealerships soon, with
an EPA combined rating of up to 52 mpg , are right up there on the leaderboard as well. The
automaker's philosophy doesn't distill down to a certain "secret sauce" approach to getting
such great efficiency returns, more a bit-by-bit approach. Its latest hybrid, the Hyundai Sonata
Hybrid , comes with some innovative battery packaging that gets rid of the old pound, volt
lead-acid accessory battery that was used up until this year. The Sonata Hybrid follows the lead
of the Ioniq hybrid and closely related Kia Niro hybrid in adopting an arrangement that
essentially builds the accessory battery onto the hybrid system battery. The added module is a
continuation of the same form factor and intended to last the life of the vehicle. Glass-mat
batteries are a type of lead-acid battery, and while lighter and safer, they still take up about as
much space. With the introduction of the Sonata Hybrid, all U. Hyundai hybrids now include the
lithium-ion accessory system, according to Jerome Gregeois, senior manager for Powertrain
and Eco Technologies. With that claim, it seems like a fair assumption to make that the
technology will also carry into the Hyundai Elantra Hybrid that's due in late In the Sonata
Hybrid, the high-voltage battery and accessory battery are in a new location just ahead of the
fuel tank and under the rear seat cushion. Those EVs still do have a larger-capacity lead-acid
battery so that various pre-conditioning features might be powered. There, a system called
Auxiliary Battery Saver explained in the video below gives the driver the option of whether or
not to automatically charge up a low volt battery from the main traction battery even when the
car is turned off. If the feature is disabled, the press of a menu button brings the accessory
battery back up to its usable range before setting out on the trip. Ultimately such a logic allows
Hyundai to use a smaller, lighter accessory battery than they might otherwise have without the
menu option. Although some might question the small gains, the idea of why we still need a
separate ecosystem of volt accessories and components might still be the bigger
questionâ€”and ultimately the bigger hurdle for the industry to handle. I agree to receive emails
from Green Car Reports. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. Privacy Policy. Alpha
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